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Let & be the universal Clifford algebra of the euclidean space Iw”, e,, . . . . e, the 
euclidean basis, D = &@s, + I:=, e, S/ax, the main operator of Clifford analysis. 
Given f: Iw” + Iw a certain kind of rational function, it is possible to find explicitly 
the extension off, /*: W”’ ’ + .cr’, satisfying Df* = 0. This also gives the harmonic 
extension of J f* is given by integral representation on simplex in C”. NC 1991 
Academic Press. Inc. 
In [I], the Cauchy-Kovalewski extension was defi’ned. It is known how 
to extend polynomials and hence how to extend real analytic functions. 
Here, we show how to extend rational functions which have a factoriza- 
tion in the product of functions of first degree. 
The motivations of that problem are as follows: 
- there are no good methods of harmonic extension of rational 
functions 
- rational functions are very important in the theory of one complex 
variable. What are their roles in Clifford analysis? 
- the Dirac equation with an external electromagnetic field would be 
better understood if we knew how to manage multiple singularities. 
NOTATION 
Recall some notations from [ 11. & is the universal Clifford algebra of 
the euclidean space R” but with the minus sign for the scalar product. 
e,, . . . . e, is the euclidean basis and 
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is the generalized Cauchy-Riemann operator acting on functions defined 
on the OX”‘+ ’ space. A function is (left) monogenic when Llf = 0, 
Let Q c Iw”’ be open and f: Q + [w. 
The maximal (left) monogenic extension f *: CT -+ at', U open in I%“‘+ ‘. 
f * =.f on Q, Of * = 0, is called the (left) Cauchy-Kovalewski extension. 
JS! is thought to be imbedded in his complexitied d Ow C. 
The standard p-simplex is denoted by 
t’“‘~ [wP; i f.,< 1 and 0 < ti for allj ; 
,=I 
elements of IwP are t’“‘= (t,, . . . . t,), 
A p-l = t’P’ E RP; ;f, t;= 1 and O<t, for allj}. 
Let tll, . . . . c,~.ti and z=(z,, . . . . :/,)~a)~; then (2, tl) =I;=, _7ipi, 
w(z)=dz, A ... adz, 
w’(z)= i (-l)‘p’;,dz, A ... A d?,/\ .‘. Adz, 
I= I 
Note that do’(z) = km(z). 
Let j = (j,, . . . . j,)~ Nk a multiindice; then ljl = j, + . . . +j,, 
zj = -iI . . =f j! = j,!...j,!. Let c1 
D” LO = iAl + ‘ik,lS;;l.. a;? is taken for ; = 0. 
= (a,, . . . . Q)Ew; then 
If E is a set, VE is a neighborhood of E. 
1. HOMOTOPY AND CLIFFORD-VALUED INTEGRALS 
In this section, we define, study, and compute some Clifford valued 
integrals based on deformations of simplex. 
LEMMA 1. Let a, 6, c E d and p, q E N such that p 2 q and v c C a closed 
path such that a + zb + ( 1 - z)c is invertible for all z E v. Then 
I (1-z)*dz II [a+zb+(l-z)c]PfZ=O~ 
Proof: The Clifford algebra d may be thought of as a matrix algebra; 
then the singularities of l/[a + zb + (1 - z)c]~” are isolated. Then, we 
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must show only that for all singularities q, there exists a neighborhood 
V{q,} of z,, such that 
s (1 -z)Ydz L’[a+zb+(l -Z)c.]p+‘=O 
with UC V{r,}. 
The first case is for b - c invertible: 
1 
a+;b+(l --z)C 
1 
=(z-z,)(b-c)+z,(b-c)+a+c 
=k;o(-lJk (zp! )k+l (b-c)-‘[zo+(b-c)-‘(u+C)]k. 
LO 
We can take V{zo} such that this series is uniformly convergent on 
V{~ol, 
s (l-Z)‘& c [a+zb+(l-z)c]P+* 
because we have no term involving l/(2 - zo). i 
h0P0srTI0~ 1. Let m,, . . . . mk, k invertible elements of the Clifford 
algebra d. There exists C” mapping 
such that 
yp: vz, + @, l<p<k-1, 
yp(l,O,....O)=l; 
yp(O, 12, . . . . tp) = 0 for UN (t2, . . . . tp)fzCpp, 
I-: v.z,-, --+ck-’ 
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z,m,+(l-;,)(=zm,+(l-=2)(...(=k~,mk~ 
tible for all zp E y,( tip’). The integral 
L + (1 -zk ,)mk) . ..) is imer- 
I= ” ! 
(1-=,)“-2(1-~Z)X-~3...(1-r~(.,)d;, A ... r\dzk.., 
I-(‘?-1) {=,m,+(l-;,)(--:ml+(l-;:)(...(;,~,m,. ,+(l-zPP,)mk)...))k 
does not depend on the particular choice qf the maps 7 , , . . . . g, , . 
Proof: Once again we use the isolated singularity property: there exists 
a path 
i’,: vz,+c, y,(O)=O, y,(l)= 1, 
such that cm, + (1 - [)m2 is invertible on this path. Hence, the integral 
I d;: s y;(t) dt yIcl) Cim, +(l -i)m,]‘= -r, [r,(t) ml + (1 - yl(t))m212 
is well defined, and by Lemma 1 does not depend on the map y, . 
This proposition is true for k = 1. Suppose that it is also true for k - 1: 
Fix t(“ ~ ‘) E Z, ~, ; there exists a path 
y/,( ., P-‘I): V[(O, FL’), (1, O)] -+ C 
such that 
and, letting 
m(t ‘~~‘J)=~k~,(t’k~‘~)m,+(l-~~k-,(t’k-”)(~~k~2(t~k~“)m2 
+ ... +(l -y,(t”‘)m,)...), 
imo+(l -i)m(tckp” ) is invertible on that path. 
The following integral is well defined: 
s 
(l-z,)k-‘dzo~ (l-~,)~~‘...(l-~,_,)dz~A ... Adz,-, . . 
Iv-IlXk-1, [zom,+(l-z,)( ...)lk+’ 
By induction this integral does not depend on the particular path 
y2, . . . . ykP r and by Lemma 1 it does not depend on the particular 
path I’,. I 
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PROPOSITION 2. There exists a W map Ic/: V L’- , + Ck-’ such that 
lj(0, . . . . 0) = (0, . ..) 0); l)(O, . ..) 0, 1, 0, . . . . 0) = (0, . ..) 0, 1, 0, *.., 0); 
[E J/(L’,- ,) *CT:; cjmj + (1 - xT;t c,) mk intlertible. The integral qf 
Proposition 1 is 
Proof: Change the variables in Proposition 1: 
;, =z, 
Then 
d[, A ... r\ dckp, =dz, A ((l-z,)dz,-z,dz,) A ... 
k-2 
1 (I_;,)...~ )...(l-zk->)zk-,(-l)dzj 
j= I 
+(l -z,)...(l -z,p,)dz,p, 
> 
= (1 -:,y . ..(l -zke2)dz, A ... A dz,p,. 
The coefficient of m, is z,=[,, m, is (l-z,)z2=i2, and so on,..., 
of mk-, is (1 - z,)(l - z2) ... (1 - z~-~)z~-, = ikp,, of mk is 
(l-zl)“‘(l-Zk-2)(1--7k-,)=1-i,-i2- ... -(k-l. 
Composing the map r of Proportion 1 and this change of variables, we 
get a map 
t’k-‘L(yk~l(t(k-‘) ), . . . . [l -Yk-,(tk-I)] “‘[I -]‘2(t(‘))] y,(t”‘)) 
which is a 5~‘~ mapping such that 
(0, . ..) 0) H (0, . ..) 0) 
(0, . . . . 0, 1, 0, . . . . 0) H (0, . . . . 0, 1, 0, . . . . . 0) 
and If:,, rim, + (1 -c/k:: [j)mk is invertible for i belonging to the image 
of that map. Let q5 be this map. 1 
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THEOREM 1. Let m,, . . . . mk, k invertible elements of the Cl$ford algebra 
&. There exists a simplex A c C”, defined bJ* the image of A, , bl* a %: I 
mapping such that 
(i) ;EA* (z, m> is invertible in SZI 
(ii) I=(-l)“‘J,, o’(z)/( z, m >” does not depend on the particular 
choice of A. 
Proof. Consider two changes of variables: 
.y, = t ,, . . . . .y& , = t, 
Let $=@l(/ar-‘. We have 
j, (-l)p-‘zpdz, /\ . . . /\&, A 
~ I’ 
k-l 
, - -l- I;, Lk  
i= I 
k-l 
.dzk=(-l)kp’d[, A ... ,-, dikp,. 
Hence, the integral I of Proposition 2 is equal to 
d(Z) 
z=(-l)k-‘i$,A*m,)~. 
We can put A = I& A, ~ L ). 
The integral I does not depend on the particular choice of A because it 
is possible to proceed in the opposite way; starting with a A we make the 
inverse change of variables, getting the integral of proposition 2 and the 
integral of Proposition 1 which do not depend on the particular path. 1 
PROPOSITION 3. Let a,,..., ak, k strictly positive real numbers. Then 
o’(x) (-lJk-‘(k- l)!s,,-, m=L 
a, . ..ak’ 
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Proof: The differential form w’(?c)/(x, u)~ is closed: 
o’(x) d-x, /\ ... /\dx+ 1 
d(x,a)k=k C.-f, ajk (x, a)k+’ 
d(x, a) A o’(x) 
=kd.qA ... /\d.xkpk 1 k 
C-7 a>k 
1 a/ d.y, A o’(x) 
(.r,a)k+‘j=, 
=kd.y, A ... Adxkmk 
C-x, a>” 
= 0. 
Let 
B k-l= xERk; 
{ 
5 ajxj= 1, o,,] 
j= 1 
R=(xEIW~;X=~C~+(~-~)~,~E[O,~],C~EA~~,,~EB~~,} 
~i={x~Rk;x,=O}nQ. 
The boundary of Q is A, _, u B,- 1 u uj Cj. On C,, xj = 0; hence o’(x) = 0: 
Hence 
f o’(x) d(x) k= A-~ C-x, a> f Bk-1 <-? a>“’ 
We set 
y.=a.x.*x.=~ 
J J J J 
ai 
jAk_, w’(v)= ( -ilk-l jzkm, dy, A ... A dJ’k-, =(,“1,‘. 1 
PROPOSITION 4. Let (I~, . . . . ak E @\{O} and A c lZk a simplex image of 
Ak-, by a V” mapping such that zE A=> (z, a) #O. Then 
(-l)“-‘(k- l)! jA +$=L 
=, a, . ..ak’ 
280 101 I-1 
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Proof: Theorem 1 prove that such a simplex .4 exists. We must show 
the equality. Let 
F= {uEC”; Reai>O, Ima,= for all 1 <j<k}. 
Let E be the connected component of the set {u E (@‘s,(O))“; there exist 
A, ZEA=S(Z,U)#O and (-l)k~L(k-l)!~,~~‘(~)/(~,u)k=l/u,~~~~,) 
containing F: Fc E (by Proposition 3), E # 4. 
E is closed in (@‘i(O))” because for all sequences (a,,) + a with 
(- l)k-‘(k- l)! * 
! 
w’(i) 1 
.,,,(-,=)“=a I.,, ...lQrr’ 
if n is sufficiently great, we can take A,, = A with A such that ZE A + 
(2, a) # 0 and we can pass to the limit in the last equality. 
E is open in (a=\ (0 >)” because if Vi E A, (z, a) # 0, it is also true in a 
neighborhood of a. Moreover, the holomorphic functions of a, 
(--l)*-~‘(k-I)!/),* and&, 
z, a al h 
are equal in F and then are equal on the set E which is open. 
Finally E= (C\{O})k. 1 
PROPOSITION 5. Let a,,..., uk and A be us in Proposition 4. Then 
(-l)kpl(ljl-l)! ;j~‘w’(;)= 1 
(j- ij! I ,, cz, u)ljl u;~ ...@’ 
Proof: Derivation with respect o the parameters a,, . . . . uk. 1 
THEOREM 2. Let a,, . . . . uk E C\\,(O), b,, . . . . b,.E @, A defined us in 
Proposition 4, 01 and j two multiindices such that 1 jl > lal. Then 
z;- ‘my,-) 
cj2uD’20 i, [(i, b) + (=, a)] 
b*’ . . b*p 
lj,-,a,= 5 ” Jk u,‘...u, 
with Cj,,=(-l)ia’+k~‘(~j(-(~I-l)!/(j-l)!. 
Proof The integral is well defined, because if (z, a) # 0 then for i 
sufhciently small ([, b ) + (z, a ) # 0 (< small uniformly with respect to 
z E A). The equality is proved by derivation under the integral sign. 1 
Remark. The hypothesis Ijl > 1~1 is not an actual restriction because it 
is possible to introduce an extra uk+ , = 1 and an integer jk+ , such that 
IA +jk+ I > Ial. 
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2. CAUCHY-KOVALEWSKI EXTENSION 
For any function f defined on an open set of R”’ we denote by f* its 
Cauchy-Kovalewski extension. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let a,, . . . . a,, b,, . . . . b,, be linear affine functions defined 
on R”’ with complex values, each non-identically zero. Let j and z be two 
multiindices such that 1 jl > It11 and 
u= {(x,,x)Ew+ ; a:(x,, .K) invertible for all 1 < 1 <k}. 
The Cauchy-Kovalewski extension of 
b,(x)“’ . ’ . b,.(x)‘? 
a,(x)jl ...uk(x)j” 
is given for all (x,, x) E U bj 
A(.~,, x) is a simplex of type defined in Theorem 1. It is possible to choose 
the simplex A(x,, x) locally independent of the point (x0, x). The integral 
does not depend on the particular choice of that simplex. 
ProoJ &q(x)/&, and abl(x)/iixj are constant; then their Cauchy- 
Kovalewski extensions are given by 
By Theorem 1, there exists a simplex A(x,, x) such that the integral is 
well defined for all (x0, x) E U, and does not depend on the choice of that 
simplex: for all (JJ~, JJ) E U there exists a neighborhood V{ (yo, y)} c U 
such that if (x0, X) E V{ (yo, ,I)} then 
cj,xDF,O j” 
zj- lo’(z) 
,I(.~~,.~) [(L 6*(x,, x)) + (z, a*(x,, x))]li’-“l 
= cAaDF.o -f~,yo,JI [(i, b*(. 
zj- lg’(z) 
x0,x)> + (z, a*(x,, x))]‘+‘“” 
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We get a monogenic function because 
(i, b*(.xo, x,) + (z, a*(q), x)) 
= q(x) - x,m with rnEs’. 
Hence, 
= 0. 
For the boundary values on KY”, we have the following. Let (0, J-) E 
Un R”, 
lim cJ.xDz,j,lo,F, [(i, b*(. 
+ ‘(J@) 
(X~.X) -4 IO, .v) Yo, x)) + (z, a*(.~,, x)>]“l-‘“1 
= Cj,aD;,o j 
;J- ‘o’(z) 
n(o.J, [(i, N-y)) + (~7 4~)>I”‘-‘“’ 
b,(x)“’ . . . b,.(x)” = 
THEOREM 3. Let a,, . . . . ak, b,, . . . . 6, be linear affine functions: UT’ + R 
each non-identically zero. Let j and a be two multiindices such that I jl > Ial 
and 
u= ((x0, x)E!Rm+L;xO#O} 
u{(xo,x)~[Wm+';~~o=Oanda,(x)#O for all I<l<k}. 
The Cauch.v-Kovalewski extension of 
b,(x)” -..b,(~)“~ 
a,(x)” . . . a&p 
is given for all (x0, x) E U b? 
cj,aD’*o i,.,..., [(i, b*( 
zJ-Lo'(z) 
x0,x)) + (z, 0*(x,, x))]"'-'"" 
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The harmonic extension of the pevious rational function defined on IF!“’ is 
the real part of that Cltfford-valued function. 
Proof By Proposition 6 we must study only the set of all (x,, X) such 
that a*(x,, x) is invertible. Namely, we prove that, for all (x,, X) such that 
x,, # 0, a: (.x0, X) is invertible: 
h(,x) 
&Yi 
is constant. 
If, for all i, this constant is 0, then a,(x) is a constant not zero (because a, 
is non-identically 0) and a:(x,, X) = a,(x) is this constant. If there exists i, 
such that aa,(x)/ax, is not 0 then 
h(.y) 
a:(x,,x)=a,(x-x, f eiF 
i= I I 
is invertible for all (x,,, x) with .x0 # 0. Hence the set U. 1 
Remark. The hypothesis ljl > 1~1 is not an actual restriction. 
THEOREM 4. Let a,, . . . . ak, b,, . . . . b,, be linear affine functions: IV’ + C. 
Let a k + I, . . . . ak + k’, b I. + , 7 . . ., b c + 2.’ be linear affine functions, W” + [w, each of 
the a,, . ..) ak&’ non-identically zero. Let j, j’, a, GL’ be multiindices such that 
2Ijl + lj’l >2lcrl + IM’I and U= ((x~,x)EW’+‘; (la,(x,,x)l*)* invertible 
for all 1 < 1 <k and a:(~,, x) invertible for all k + 1 6 1’ <k + k’}. 
The Cauchy-Kovalewski extension of 
lb,(-~)l*” ... lb,(x)I’“b,:; ,(b)$,,(x) 
Ial(x “.Iak(x)12’~a~+,(x).‘.a~+k.(?r) 
is given for all (x,, x) E U by 
C2j+j..2m + x*Dt.o s ;J ~ ‘W’(Z) ~(.ro.r) [(i, b*(x,, x)) + cz, a*(syu,, ?r~~~~lil+li’l~~l~l~I~‘l 
(5, b*h, -xl) = i Lb:&,, x)+i,.+rb:(x,, x) 
/= I 
+ i i2n+JC+,(xo, x) 
I= I 
(z, a*(.~,, x)) = i zla:(x,,x)+zk+,a:(x,,x) 
/=I 
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The harmonic extension qf the previous rational function defined on Iw”’ is 
the real part qf that Cl$ford-valued.function. 
ProoJ By Proposition 6 we must show only {(x,, X) E R”‘+ ‘; a,?(x,. X) 
and ti:(.uO, X) invertible for all 1 </<k}= ((x~,.Y)ER’~+‘; (la,(x,,x)l’)* 
invertible for all 1 Q I d k }. 
Hence, we must show only 
a:(xo, X) and a,*(.~,, X) invertible o (la,(x,, .u)l’)* invertible. 
An element c of a complexified Clifford algebra and its complex conjugate 
5 are such that 0 and 6 invertible o a5 invertible; then 
a:(xO. x) and G,*(x,,, X) invertible- a,?(.\-,, X) 2:(.x0, s) invertible. 
But we must show that the extension of Ial(x is precisely that product: 
([a,(-~,, .~)I’)* = a:(x,, x) ti:(xO, x) 
This is monogenic function on R” + ’ which is equal to la,(x)1 ’ on R”‘+ ‘. 
The Cauchy-Kovalewski extension is unique; then we get the inequality. 1 
Remark. Intuitively the singularities do not see the non-commutativity 
structure. 
3. A CONNECTION BETWEEN COMPLEX ANALYSIS AND CLIFFORD ANALYSIS 
In [4], some connections between the two analyses were shown. Here we 
use the previous ideas to construct monogenic functions starting from 
holomorphic functions in a local manner. 
Define the kernel 
K(Z,.x~,X)=(--l)~~‘(k-l)!j 
4i) 
,~(~,.ro..r) (i, z - (s - exo))m 
with 
(i,z--(x-e-K,))= f i;i[zj-(xj-ejxo)]. 
i= I 
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A(z, x0, x) is a simplex of the type defined in Theorem 1. This theorem 
shows that this kernel is defined for all z such that z,- (x.~-~,x,) is 
invertible; hence it is defined for all z such that zj # +yj f h,,. 
Let W= {z~C~;Irnz, = +Im,-,= ... = fImz,,,}. Wisa 2”-‘covering 
of [Wm+‘, 
Then, we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let f be a holomorphic function defined in a 
neighborhood of W, Let 
P= {-/EF; I;-(x,*ixO)( <rj for all 1 <j<m} 
with rj sufficiently small; then 
Fbo, -Y) = j f(--) K(z, xc,, x) da(r), 
?P 
where dP is the distinguished boundary of P and do, the standard measure on 
it, is a monogenic function. 
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